In this paper, we propose a multiple pulse position modulation (MPPM) aided reverse polarity optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing scheme that aims to enhance the spectral efficiency (SE) for dimmable visible light communication (VLC) systems. In this scheme, we exploit the MPPM patterns to transmit the extra information bits without the increase of the signal bandwidth and, thus, improving the SE. Specifically, for each frame, the binary information stream is divided into two parallel groups, where the first group is used to select the patterns of MPPM symbols, while the other is modulated by optical OFDM. Then, the time-domain OFDM signal is accommodated by both the "on" and "off" slots of MPPM symbols for transmissions over the VLC channel. With the aid of a forward error correction aided decision feedback approach, the system performance can be further improved. Theoretical analyses on the dimming level, the average power consumption and the frame error probability are provided and verified by simulation results. It is shown that the proposed system with extended dimming control can achieve the highest effective spectral efficiency in most scenarios without substantially increasing the computational complexity, while still maintaining a power consumption level similar to those of the reference systems.
Introduction
With the rapid development and deployment of wireless networks, the spectrum shortage problem concerning conventional radio frequency (RF) systems becomes increasingly severe. Such a problem, however, may be alleviated by employing visible light communication (VLC) technologies, which utilise the visible light spectrum with tera-Hz unregulated bandwidth. Equipped with the light-emitting diodes (LED) that are widely used for illumination [1] , VLC systems have the distinct advantages [2] , such as unlicensed spectrum, exemption from interference with RF systems, no electromagnetic radiation, etc.
As a mature technology for RF-based long-term evolution (LTE) systems, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has also been considered for employment in VLC systems for data rate improvements and inter-symbol-interference (ISI) mitigation. A few optical OFDM methods have been proposed, which can generate real-valued non-negative signals for supporting the intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) functions required in VLC systems, including for example pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone (PAM-DMT) [3] , direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [4] , [5] , asymmetrically clipped DC biased optical OFDM (ADO-OFDM) [6] , unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM) [7] , polar-OFDM (P-OFDM) [8] , enhanced U-OFDM (eU-OFDM) [9] and so on. On the other hand, one key advantage offered by VLC is that illumination and data communication services can be simultaneous achieved through specifically designed dimming control functionalities. Typically, digital dimming techniques are preferred [2] , since they not only result in less chromaticity shifts in comparison to analog dimming, but also exhibit notable implementational benefits in brightness adjustment with the aid of simple duty cycle adaptation.
Hence, combining OFDM with dimming control schemes has become one of the design targets for pragmatic VLC systems [10] - [13] . For example, the 'on' period of a pulse width modulation (PWM) symbol [10] or a multiple pulse position modulation (MPPM) symbol [11] can be utilised to transmit an OFDM signal. However, both the PWM-OFDM and the MPPM-OFDM schemes mentioned above can lead to a limited data rate, especially when the duty cycle is reduced for lower brightness requirement.
To relax such constraints, the reverse polarity optical OFDM (RPO-OFDM) [12] has been proposed to transmit the signal during both the 'on' and the 'off' durations within one PWM period and to utilise the LED dynamic range while minimising the nonlinear distortion of OFDM signals. Furthermore, asymmetrical hybrid optical OFDM (AHO-OFDM) [13] , which combines ACO-OFDM with PAM-DMT, was claimed to achieve good spectral efficiency (SE) with a wide dimming range, though at the cost of high implementational complexity due to the introduction of additional receiver modules as well as an adaptive transmission mechanism.
Against this background, in this paper a new scheme referred to as MPPM-aided RPO-OFDM (MPPM-RPO-OFDM) is proposed. More specifically, the binary information bit stream is divided into two parts, where the first part is used to select the patterns of MPPM symbols based on the MPPM duty cycle and the number of slots in one MPPM symbol, while the second part is modulated by an optical OFDM scheme into both the 'on' and 'off' slots of MPPM symbols using a polarity inverter. Our main contributions include: r A hybrid structure efficiently amalgamating MPPM and RPO-OFDM technologies is designed for VLC systems with the support of flexible dimming control. By exploiting the MPPM patterns, additional information bits can be transmitted without increasing the system bandwidth, thus achieving a higher SE compared to RPO-OFDM. r A forward error correction (FEC) aided decision-feedback (DF) approach is proposed, which further improves the link robustness of the hybrid MPPM-RPO-OFDM system. r The theoretical performance analyses of the proposed system on the dimming level, the average power consumption and the frame error probability (FEP) are provided, taking into account signal distortions caused by clipping and MPPM demodulation errors in practical VLC systems.
r Extensive simulation results are offered, which validate our theoretical derivations and demonstrate that our method outperforms a few existing schemes such as MPPM-OFDM, RPO-OFDM and AHO-OFDM in terms of effective spectral efficiency (ESE). Furthermore, such benefits are achievable without largely increasing the computational complexity, while still maintaining similar power consumption. The remaining part of this paper is organised as follows. The details of the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM system including the corresponding theoretical analysis are presented in Section 2, followed by the design of the enhanced MPPM-RPO-OFDM scheme in Section 3. Simulation results are provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our findings. 
The Proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM System

System Model
The schematic of the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM system is shown in Fig. 1 . At the transmitter side, the data splitter divides the input binary information sequence b into two parallel streams, where the first one b MPPM is used for MPPM pattern selection, and the other one b OFDM is subjected to optical OFDM modulation. Then, the OFDM signal s OFDM is further modulated into the MPPM symbols s MPPM with the aid of the transmitter polarity inverter (TPI), whose output signal s is clipped to s c for transmission through an LED.
At the receiver, the optical signal is first detected by the photo-detector (PD), followed by the MPPM demodulation process. The demodulated MPPM symbolsŝ MPPM can therefore be utilised by the receiver polarity inverter (RPI) to recover the estimate of the transmitted OFDM signal, denoted byŝ OFDM . Finally, the bits respectively recovered by the optical OFDM demodulator b OFDM and the MPPM demodulatorb MPPM are combined to form the estimated information bit sequenceb. On the other hand, the second bit steam output by the bit splitter b OFDM is forwarded to the optical OFDM modulator, where any optical OFDM scheme, such as DCO-OFDM [5] , ACO-OFDM [5] , ADO-OFDM [6] , U-OFDM [7] , P-OFDM [8] , eU-OFDM [9] , etc., may theoretically be employed. Note however that if DCO-OFDM or ADO-OFDM is used, the DC bias should not be too large, otherwise the difference between the average optical powers of the OFDM signals camped on the 'on' and the 'off' levels may be too small, thus reducing the effectiveness of the proposed dimming control mechanism based on MPPM patterns. Hence, the optical OFDM schemes without DC bias are more suitable for employment in the proposed scheme. In the sequel, ACO-OFDM is used as the main example to show our design concept, though other schemes, for instance eU-OFDM, can also be applicable.
Transmitter
In the example system, one OFDM symbol accommodates B OFDM = N 4 log 2 M bits, where N is the number of subcarriers and M is the number of signal points of the constellation employed, for example quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Each data frame in the proposed hybrid system contains a total of l MPPM symbols and p OFDM symbols, where we have l, p ∈ Z + . Fig. 2 shows an example configuration of p = 2 and l = 5. As a result, the number of bits transmitted within one data frame, denoted by B F , is equal to
Obviously, the proposed hybrid design accommodates more bits than MPPM or ACO-OFDM alone. Accordingly, the frame length T F can be formulated as
where T MPPM = a · m · T s and T OFDM denote the periods of MPPM and cyclic-prefix-excluded ACO-OFDM symbols, respectively, while a denotes the number of samples in each MPPM slot and
refers to the sampling interval. Therefore, we have l · a · m = p · N and the data rate of the proposed system is
The MPPM patterns may be selected according to simple mapping rules shown in Table 1 . For example, for a (4, 2) MPPM symbol, there are C 2 4 = 6 possible patterns, from which 4 patterns can be selected to represent B MPPM = 2 bits. In each selected pattern, two slots are labelled as 'on' and the remaining as 'off'. Assuming a = 4, Fig. 3(a) shows an example of modulating the bit pair of '01' to form the MPPM signal s MPPM , which is also illustrated in Fig. 1 , with values 1 and 0 at its 'on' and 'off' slots, respectively. c) Polarity Inversion and Clipping: As illustrated in Fig. 1 , after the MPPM pattern selection and ACO-OFDM modulation procedures, the OFDM signal s OFDM is further modulated into both 'on' and 'off' slots of the MPPM symbols s MPPM with the aid of the TPI, as follows
where K = l · m · a, while I H and I L are the rated maximum and minimum current levels of the LED linear dynamic range [12] respectively. The variables s k , s OFDM,k and s MPPM,k in (3) denote the kth element of s, s OFDM and s MPPM , respectively. The electrical signal power of s OFDM is denoted as
, where σ is the standard deviation of the corresponding bipolar OFDM signal. Fig. 3 (b) and (c) provide examples of s OFDM and s, respectively. Then, the clipping operation will be performed on s to ensure that it falls within the range of [I L , I H ], resulting in
where s c,k is the kth sample of the clipped signal s c exemplified in Fig. 3 (d), which will be transmitted through an indoor VLC channel.
Receiver
At the receiver, based on frame-by-frame demodulation under a sampling period of T s , the PD's output signal is
where n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance of σ 2 n . Note that the knowledge of the quantised duty cycle d may be transmitted through dedicated control channels and is therefore assumed to be known at the receiver. In the special case of d = 0 or d = 1, it is easy to obtainŝ OFDM directly. In other cases, similar to [11] , the MPPM demodulation process should first be invoked before OFDM demodulation. The average sample value at the vth slot of the uth MPPM symbol, denoted asr u,v , can be calculated bȳ
where r k denotes the kth element of r. Next, a total of w largest values are selected from the set {r u,v |v = 1, . . . , m}, which will be considered as the 'on' slots of the uth MPPM symbol, while the remaining slots are assumed to be the 'off' slots. Then, we may demodulate the MPPM symbol with the aid of Table 1 beforeŝ MPPM andb MPPM are obtained. Subsequently, based onŝ MPPM , the RPI function in Fig. 1 is invoked to produce the estimated ACO-OFDM signal aŝ
whereŝ OFDM,k andŝ MPPM,k denote the kth element ofŝ OFDM andŝ MPPM respectively. Thenŝ OFDM is subject to OFDM demodulation for obtainingb OFDM seen in Fig. 1 . Finally,b MPPM andb OFDM are combined to form the estimated bit streamb.
Theoretical Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyse the theoretical performance of the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM system from the aspects of dimming level, average electrical LED power consumption and FEP, respectively. Relevant theoretical derivations are also provided for some reference systems, for example RPO-OFDM and MPPM-OFDM, to facilitate the performance analysis and comparison in Section 4.
Dimming Level
The dimming level is defined as [13] η
whereĪ is the average LED current. The values ofĪ for MPPM-RPO-OFDM, RPO-OFDM and MPPM-OFDM systems, denoted asĪ MRO ,Ī RO andĪ MO , respectively, can be calculated as follows. Firstly, the value ofĪ MRO may be formulated as
whereĪ OFDMc is the average current, which corresponds to the signal after clipping s OFDM for fitting the range of [0, I H − I L ]. According to [14] , we may obtainĪ OFDMc bȳ
where
). Since the distribution of the amplitude of a RPO-OFDM signal is the same as that of MPPM-RPO-OFDM, (9) can also be used to calculateĪ RO for the reference RPO-OFDM system, namelȳ I RO =Ī MRO . Furthermore, in the reference MPPM-OFDM system assuming ACO-OFDM, we havē
With the aid of (8)- (11), we note that η is a linear function of d and depends on P OFDM in all the three systems. By adjusting d from 0 to 1, η would change linearly within a range determined by P OFDM . Therefore, we propose that dimming is controlled in a way as follows. As the initial step, we dim the LED by adapting d = Through this way, η can be extended to both ends of 0% and 100% at the cost of a compromised achievable data rate.
Average Electrical LED Power Consumption
We define the average electrical LED powerP LED for MPPM-RPO-OFDM, RPO-OFDM and MPPM-OFDM systems asP LED,MRO ,P LED,RO andP LED,MO , respectively. Then, for MPPM-RPO-OFDM we may calculatē
For the same reason pointed out in Section 2.2.1 with respect toĪ RO , (12) can also be used to calculateP LED,RO , namelyP LED,RO =P LED,MRO . Moreover, for MPPM-OFDM system, we havē
With the aid of (12) and (13), which are derived in Appendix A, it can be seen thatP LED is a linear function of d in all the three systems. Similar to the range of η, the range ofP LED is also determined by P OFDM .
Frame Error Probability
In an OFDM system employing a large number of subcarriers, the time-domain OFDM signal samples may be assumed to be mutually independent and to follow Gaussian distribution [15] . Therefore, the probabilities of correct demodulation of the MPPM symbol and the OFDM symbol, denoted as ρ
OFDM , respectively, may be considered as time-invariable. If perfect synchronisation is assumed, the FEP of MPPM-RPO-OFDM can be calculated by
and ρ
OFDM is formulated as
where the M -QAM symbol error probability (SEP) in ACO-OFDM systems, ρ
QAM , is specified by [16] ρ (e)
In order to calculate ρ (e) QAM of (16), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per QAM symbol for the clipped ACO-OFDM signal,
, has to be obtained. More specifically, with the aid of [14, (15) (16)], we have
where the attenuation factor K and the variance of the clipping noise σ [14] , respectively. On the other hand, based on the derivations in Appendix B, we have
where w = md ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, while
is the probability density function (PDF) ofr u,v defined in (6) , where the subscript 'off' in fr off (x) indicates the 'off' slots of an MPPM symbol and j = √ −1. Note that ϕ s c,off (ω) in (19) represents the characteristic function (CF) of s c at the 'off' slots, which can be obtained by integrating the product of its corresponding PDF f s c,off (x) and exp (jωx) [17] as follows
where f s c,off (x) is given by (22) in Appendix A. By substituting (15) and (18) into (14), the theoretical FEP of the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM system can be obtained. However, note that (18) involves multiple infinite integrals and is difficult to be solved theoretically. Thus, we propose to solve it numerically. Specifically, we evaluate the integrals using high-order global adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature and apply an approximation of (18) , which is developed in Appendix C for improving the computational efficiency. 
Enhanced MPPM-RPO-OFDM With FEC and DF
The proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM scheme of Section 2 can be improved by employing FEC and DF approaches. More specifically, at the transmitter side, two channel encoders can be used to protect the information bit streams b MPPM and b OFDM , which are to be delivered by MPPM and OFDM symbols, respectively. The FEC-coded bits will then be subjected to the same procedure as described in Section 2.
At the receiver side, the same demodulation procedures can be invoked first on MPPM and then on OFDM symbols to obtain the estimated coded bit streams, followed by the FEC decoders which would help to improve the error performance of the system. Moreover, the achievable performance can be further enhanced if a DF mechanism is exploited. More explicitly, we can re-encode the FEC-decoded MPPM bits, and use the re-encoded bits to generate the corresponding MPPM symbols, which are expected to be an enhanced version ofŝ MPPM seen in Fig 1, denoted asŝ MPPM here. Under such a DF mechanism, the demodulation of OFDM bits can be based onŝ MPPM , thus resulting in a higher reliability.
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM system is evaluated and compared with those of some benchmark schemes, namely the RPO-OFDM [12] , MPPM-OFDM [11] and AHO-OFDM [13] Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the MPPM-related SEP and the overall FEP performances of the MPPM-RPO-ACO-OFDM system, respectively. Both subfigures assume d = 0.5 and σ MPPM is calculated according to the approximated theoretical model of Appendix C. We can see from Fig. 4(a) and (b) that the simulated and the theoretical results match better as the number of subcarriers N increases. This validates our analysis in Section 2.2 that when N has a small value, for example 128, independent Gaussian approximation does not hold and thus a relative divergence between theoretical and simulated performances is observed.
Uncoded Results
Moreover, note from Fig. 4(b) that in all cases, the FEP performances of the MPPM-RPO-ACO-OFDM system exhibit a 'V'-shape upon the increase of P OFDM . The phenomenon can be explained as follows. Firstly, the initially increased P OFDM boosts the power of QAM symbols accommodated by the OFDM symbols, hence helps to reduce FEP. However, further increasing P OFDM leads to not only more clipping noise, but also the cross talks of the average sample valuesr u,v between the 'off' and 'on' slots due to the characteristics of the RPO mechanism. Naturally, this would have a negative impact on the demodulation of MPPM symbols, as verified by Fig. 4(a) , and then on the demodulation of OFDM symbols, thus increasing the FEP, as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
As a further investigation, we have also obtained the experimental FEP results of the MPPM-RPO-ACO-OFDM system, as indicated by the green dotted line with square markers in Fig. 4(b) . In this experiment, NI USRP-2920 was used to pre-process the transmit signal and post-process the received signal with the aid of a computer. The LED transmitter, LED Engin LZC-03MC00, and the PD receiver, HAMAMATSU S6801, were placed on a table in a room with a distance of 80 cm between them. With the aid of an optical lens placed in the middle of the transmitter and the receiver, the received SNR at the PD can be easily tuned to meet the noise variance requirement in the experiment. From Fig. 4(b) , we can that the measured results match well with the simulated ones.
Moreover, the achievable performance of the proposed system may be affected by the LED nonlinear transfer characteristics, including for example the nonlinear variation of optical power against the forward current [18] between I H and I L , and the nonlinearity resulting from the voltageto-current (V/I) conversion at the LED. For the first type of nonlinearity, we simulate the MPPMrelated SEP and the overall FEP results based on the quadratic nonlinear blue LED model with a 0 = −0.3251, a 1 = 1.321, a 2 = 0.0037 [18] , in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively, where a i (i = 0, 1, 2) are the quadratic polynomial coefficients. It is shown that this kind of LED nonlinear transfer characteristics affects the overall FEP, though it has little impact on the MPPM-related SEP. Such results are expected, as the OFDM symbols in the proposed hybrid system may be sensitive to the LED nonlinearity due to the potential cross-talks between the subcarriers. However, the MPPM symbols are more robust against the LED nonlinear transfer characteristics, which usually produce only a small variation when compared to the detection threshold of the MPPM signal, which also has a relatively longer symbol duration that potentially offers time diversity. Such a small impact may therefore be well mitigated through some smoothing or averaging operations on the samples at the MPPM slots. On the other hand, to compensate the performance loss of the overall FEP, one viable solution would be to employ some pre-compensation methods, such as those of [18] , [19] , to produce synthetised linear transfer characteristics between I H and I L . In addition, the second type of nonlinearity mentioned above may also be completely removed with the aid of appropriately designed V/I transducers [20] . Further investigations on the aspect of LED nonlinear transfer characteristics are left to future studies.
Coded Results
In all the FEC-aided simulations presented in this subsection, we used a convolutional code with a coding rate of R c = 0.5. Fig. 4(c) shows the FEP performances of the enhanced MPPM-RPO-ACO-OFDM system equipped with FEC under different noise powers. At the left part of Fig. 4(c) , when P OFDM is very low, the system's FEP performance is mainly restricted by poor OFDM demodulation regardless of the employment of DF. In contrast, when P OFDM increases, the achievable FEP performance contributed by improved OFDM demodulation becomes restricted by the reduced MPPM performance, as discussed in Section 4.1. In this case, introducing the DF mechanism can help to enhance the MPPM performance, thus alleviating the error propagation effect due to erroneous MPPM detection results. This beneficial effect then contributes to an improved OFDM demodulation performance. Eventually, it leads to a better overall FEP performance, as shown in the middle-to-right part of Fig. 4(c) . 
Error Performance:
Assuming d = 0.5,
Dimming Level and Electrical
Effective Spectral Efficiency:
One of the advantages offered by the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM system is that it can deliver additional bits through the MPPM pattern on top of OFDM modulation. As an example, in Table 2 we outline the number of bits accommodated by the half-rate coded MPPM-RPO-ACO-OFDM system at different duty cycles, assuming 160 information bits are transmitted by OFDM within a frame. In this case, up to 56 additional information bits can be delivered by the MPPM pattern, thus improving the SE by up to 35%.
As a further investigation, we compare the various systems based on the ESE metric, which takes into account the link errors and thus reflects an error-free SE [21] . With the employment of FEC codes, ESE can be defined as
For fair comparison, the average values of B F in (21) for all systems were set to be equal or similar to 390 coded bits per frame, by adjusting the number of samples per frame, N s . ACO-OFDM and three-layer eU-OFDM [9] were evaluated in all systems, while MPPM-DCO-OFDM [11] was also included as reference. For each individual scheme, preliminary tests were conducted on the corresponding parameters, such as P OFDM and a, to find out a configuration that yields the best γ for that scheme. Then, using a half-rate convolutional code and the proposed DF approach of Section 3, in Fig. 6(a) we compare γ of all systems as a function of η under their respective best configurations, assuming σ 2 n = 8 dBm. Note that the dimming control strategy proposed at the end of Section 2.2.1 was applied to all systems, which in fact extends their original dimming ranges.
From Fig. 6(a) , we can observe that the proposed MPPM-RPO-OFDM scheme using eU-OFDM or ACO-OFDM achieves a higher γ than RPO-OFDM or MPPM-OFDM does, provided that the same optical OFDM scheme is employed. In addition, MPPM-RPO-eU-OFDM outperforms all other schemes in the majority of the practical dimming range, despite that its ESE performance is slightly lower than that of MPPM-DCO-OFDM when η ∈ [45%, 55%]. For a better demonstration, Fig. 7 shows the ESE results of the various systems in a three-dimensional way as a function of both η and σ 2 n . Both Figs. 6(a) and 7 prove that while also supporting a wide dimming range, the MPPM-RPO-eU-OFDM scheme can achieve the best ESE, or error-free SE, in most regions of η and σ 2 n , thanks to its capability of simultaneously accommodating more bits than existing methods. Furthermore, the above-mentioned benefits are achievable without the need of an unproportionately high LED power, as revealed by Fig. 6(b) , where we compare the values ofP LED imposed by the various schemes. It shows that at the same dimming level η,P LED of the MPPM-RPO-eU-OFDM system is close to those of other reference systems. Table 3 outlines the main modules of the various systems studied with the common OFDM modulator and demodulator excluded, while Table 4 summarises their corresponding complexities, where x indicates the minimum integer greater than or equal to x and D denotes the number of layers of eU-OFDM. Note that although we do not consider the complexity related to FEC for all schemes, the DF-related complexity is counted for all MPPM variants. According to [22] , an 80486 processor takes 13-42 clock cycles for one multiplication (MUL), and one cycle for one addition (ADD) or comparison (COM) operation. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that the computational complexity of one real multiplication is equivalent to that of 20 real additions or comparisons. Then, we compute the equivalent complexities in terms of real addition operations (RAO) per bit for all systems with the parameters used in previous simulations, as seen in the right-most column of Table 4 . Noting that the complexities of some schemes vary with different w , only the highest complexity values are provided. Table 4 implies that the demonstrated performance benefits of the proposed scheme are achievable with a modest computational complexity, which is at the same order as those of existing methods.
Complexity Analysis
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a hybrid MPPM-RPO-OFDM scheme to enhance the achievable SE for dimmable VLC systems. Through exploiting MPPM patterns for delivery of additional bits, the overall data rate can be improved by up to 35% within a wide dimming rage. Detailed theoretical performance analyses on the dimming level, the average electrical LED power consumption as well as the FEP of the proposed system are provided, which are verified by simulation results. We show that in comparison to many existing schemes such as MPPM-OFDM, RPO-OFDM and AHO-OFDM, the proposed scheme is capable of achieving the highest ESE in most of the scenarios, without substantially increasing the computational complexity or the LED power.
Appendix A Derivation ofP LED
We assume that the bipolar time-domain OFDM signal samples before clipping are mutually independent and follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean [15] . Therefore, the probabilities that an ACO-OFDM sample is equal to zero and higher than (I H − I L ) are 
where δ(·) is Dirac delta function. According to the RPO property, we have s c,on = I H + I L − s c,off . The PDF of s c,on can thus be given by
Therefore,P LED of MPPM-RPO-OFDM and RPO-OFDM systems can be obtained as
which can be further developed into (12) . On the other hand,P LED of MPPM-OFDM system can be formulated byP
which leads to (13) .
Since an MPPM symbol is constituted by 'off' and 'on' slots, the received signalr u,v of (6) can therefore be decoupled with the aid of (5) into two component signals at 'off' and 'on' slots, denoted asr off andr on , respectivelȳ
where s c,off,k and s c,on,k are the kth samples at 'off' and 'on' slots of s c , respectively, while n k is AWGN. 
One the other hand, let the PDFs ofr off andr on be fr off (x) and fr on (x), respectively, and their CFs be ϕr off (ω) and ϕr on (ω), respectively. Exploiting (27)- (29) and [17, Theorem 3.3 .2], we have
and
Inserting (30) into (31), we have
Based on (32) and using [17, Theorem 3.3 .1], we can obtain
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, when demodulating the uth MPPM symbol, a total of w slots having the largest w values ofr u,v defined by (6) , are considered as the 'on' slots, while the other (m − w ) slots are assumed to be the 'off' slots. Based on such a demodulation principle, it implies that an MPPM symbol would be correctly demodulated, iffr on of all the 'on' slots of this specific MPPM symbol are larger thanr off of all the 'off' slots. This necessary and sufficient condition can 
wherer on,k andr off,k refer tor on at the kth 'on' slot andr off at the kth 'off' slot, respectively. Let Fr off,max (x) and fr off,max (x) denote the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the PDF ofr off,max , respectively. Similarly, define Fr on,min (x) and fr on,min (x) as the CDF and PDF ofr on,min , respectively. Then we have 
where ρ(·) denotes the probability function. Since ρ
MPPM equals the probability of the condition specified in (34), we can therefore calculate it by utilising (33), (35), and (36), yielding 
Finally, we can obtain (19) by substituting (30) into (38).
Appendix C Approximation of (18)
As mentioned at the end of Section 2.2.3, it is necessary to simplify (18) for computation aspect. More specifically, we replace −∞ with λ 1 and +∞ with λ 2 in (18), where λ i (i = 1, 2) are approximation parameters, yielding 
where, since +∞ −∞ fr off (t)dt = 1 and fr off (t) ≥ 0, we have 
for all x ∈ R, we can therefore simplify ε 3 of (41) to 
Hence, with the aid of (40) and (43) and the given system parameters, λ i (i = 1, 2) in (39) can be appropriately selected to strike for a tradeoff between model accuracy and computation efficiency. Considering the simulation parameters stated in Section 4, the values of λ 1 = −1 and λ 2 = 2 can be selected to ensure the upper-bounded ε 1 , ε 2 and ε 3 do not exceed a predefined small threshold, for example 10 −6 . Then, (39) can be approximated as by setting ε i = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). Based on the aforementioned parameters and (44), the theoretical curves in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) can be generated.
